
Deep within a secluded forest, electricity arcs and sizzles as the miraculous Lady Merlin™ conducts her
experiments in Alchemy and Arcane Science! Lady Merlin™ has found a way to turn POWER into

PRIZES! Watch as her LIGHTNING COILS charge up the reels with electrifying BONUSES, then throw
the COLLECT Switch to make your Balance SURGE with a red-hot current of cash! Activate the BOOM+

Ante Bet to extend the suite of Features! Combine WILDs and SCATTERs to trigger 10 FREE SPINS,
where each subsequent WILD or SCATTER appearing ADDS +1 addition Free Spins AND increases the

WILD MULTIPLIER by +1. Keep getting wilder and WILDER WINS for as long as the Magic of Lady
Merlin™ may sustain you! Lady Merlin™ may also grant the FREE SPINS FEATURE randonly on ANY

SPIN!
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Global release

NOVEMBER 11,
2021

RTP

95,94%
HIT Frequency

32,44%
Volatility

MEDIUM-HIGH
Default Max win

204.800 €



Paylines

432
Default bet size

1 €
Default bet range

0,25 € - 8 €
Default coin range

1 - 20
Default max multiplier

X 25.600

Key selling points

Popular hold and respin feature.

Volatile free spin feature with bigger wins for each Wild or Scatter that appears.

Additional BOOM+ wager opens up dedicated RTP capacity to provide Free Spins with
OUTSTANDING yield potential.

Feature packed Gameplay provides non-stop action.

Easy to follow visual presentation with a colourful PUNCH!
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Target demographic

Players looking for large potential win amounts.

Players willing to bet higher entry level bet to unlock more features.

Fans of Hold and Respin Features who appreciate BIG WIN potential of WIN MULTIPLIERS.

Players who like Big Multipliers and loads of EXTRA SPINS!
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Game features

Free Spins

10 free spins are won with 3 or more SCATTER
or randomly if no hold and respin or free spins
are won. During the free spins whenever a
scatter appears, any wins with WILD are
increased by 1 for the remainder of the free
spins. During the free spins 1 scatter
appearing awards 1 extra free spin Free spins
are played at the ways and bet of the
triggering bet Free spins and hold and respin
can be won again during the free spins
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Hold and respin

3 free respins are won when 6 or more
lightning coil appear All lightning coil are held
and other positions spun. If another lightning
coil appears respins reset to 3. If collect
appears during hold and respin all prizes are
immediately awarded and not held. Lightning
coil prizes can be 1x,2x,3x,4x,5x,7x,8x,9x,10x, 20x,
25x, or 100x the total bet. All positions are spun
and free spins commence from 3 free spins.
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Game rules

Play 432 ways for 25 coins
Payouts are made according to the Paytable as shown
Scatter wins are added to payline wins
Coinciding wins are added
Each symbol in the win can only be used once per winning combination
All symbols pay left to right except scatters which pay any
Wild appears on reels 2 and 4 only
Wild substitutes for all symbols except collect
Each wild in a win doubles the prize in the base spin.
Collect appears on reel 3 only
Malfunction voids all pays and plays

 

Hold and Respin

3 free respins are won when 6 or more lightning coil appear
All lightning coil are held and other positions spun.
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If another lightning coil appears respins reset to 3.
If collect appears during hold and respin all prizes are immediately awarded and not held.
Lightning coil prizes can be 1x,2x,3x,4x,5x,7x,8x,9x,10x, 20x, 25x, or 100x the total bet.
All positions are spun and free spins commence from 3 free spins.

 

Collect Feature

When a collect appears all coin prizes are immediately awarded and are not held for any hold and
respin features triggered on that spin.

 

Boom+ Bet

Bet 40cr to unlock the Boom+ free spin feature and Boom+ wild feature

 

Boom+ Wild Feature

Wilds that appear also substitute for COLLECT
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Free Spin Feature

10 free spins are won with 3 or more SCATTER or randomly if no hold and respin or free spins are
won.
During the free spins whenever a scatter appears, any wins with WILD are increased by 1 for the
remainder of the free spins.
During the free spins 1 scatter appearing awards 1 extra free spin
Free spins are played at the ways and bet of the triggering bet
Free spins and hold and respin can be won again during the free spins

 

How to Calculate Payline Wins

Payouts are made according to the Paytable as shown
(paytable is dynamic and changes when player updates bet amount)
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Payout

High symbols

5 - 250 €
4 - 90 €
3 - 30 €

5 - 125 €
4 - 50 €
3 - 20 €

5 - 100 €
4 - 40 €
3 - 15 €

5 - 100 €
4 - 40 €
3 - 15 €

5 - 90 €
4 - 25 €
3 - 10 €
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Low symbols

5 - 60 €
4 - 20 €
3 - 10 €

5 - 60 €
4 - 20 €
3 - 10 €

5 - 30 €
4 - 15 €
3 - 10 €

5 - 30 €
4 - 15 €
3 - 10 €
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Game menus

Game Panel
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Options Panel

Expand this image

Spin Button - Turn sounds On or Off.A -

Stop Spin Button - Stops the current spin animation. (Will appear where Spin Button is
placed).

B -

Menu Button - Opens a window where the player can view info pages; go to lobby; change
bets; con�gure autoplay and adjust game settings. It defaults to info pages.

C -

Balance Meter - Display the player's current balance.D -

Total Bet Meter - Display the total wager staked.E -

Win Meter - Display the current win amount.F -

Stop Autoplay - Stops Autoplay and indicates remaining countG -
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Expand this image

Help - Opens external game rules/help �lesA -

History - Opens play historyB -

Cashier - Gives player access to cashier functionC -

Home - Returns player to lobbyD -

Sound On/Off - Turn sounds On or Off.E -
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Info - Displays info pages.F -

Autoplay Button - Opens Autoplay con�guration window, where the player can select the
desired number of autoplay and start autoplay.

G -

Bet Settings Button - Opens Bet con�guration window, where player can select the desired
bet amount.

H -
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